
NEWPORT HIGH SCHOOL 
2018-19 

SYLLABUS 
 

Course:  
ESOL 2 
 

Type: Required class for students with some knowledge of the English language.  Class will provide  
instruction in basic vocabulary and English language structures.  Requirement  
status will be determined by ESOL teacher recommendation and English language  
proficiency scores.  Emphasis will be on reading, writing, listening, and speaking  
in English, study skills, content vocabulary, and cultural literacy.  Elective credit  
will be given. 

Instructor: Ms. Vicki Krutzikowsky 
 

Prep Period: 4th period ESOL Coordination; 6th period Prep 
 

Email: Vicki.Krutzikowsky@lincoln.k12.or.us 
 

Phone: 541 265-9281 extension 309  Ms. Krutzikowsky 
541 265-9281 extension 305  Mrs. Losier 
 
Ms. Krutzikowsky and our Bilingual Tutor, Mrs. Losier, are here all day if you need help or have 
questions.   
 

 
 

Course Description 
 

Course 
Overview: 

Students will learn the basics of the English language and its usage. 
 
 

Significant 
Deadlines for 

the Semester: 

Students will be given deadlines and scoring guides in advance of each assignment. 

Course 
Passing 
Criteria: 

To pass each semester, a student has to earn a 70% in the grade book. 

Grading 
Criteria: 

Student’s grades will be based on assignments and assessments. 
In addition to this grading criterion for the ESOL class, each student will be given the English 
Language Proficiency Assessment (ELPA) in the Spring to determine continued eligibility for the 
ESOL program. 

Marks in 
Pinnacle: 

In addition to point grades, the following marks may be used in the pinnacle grade book: 
● X = an excused assignment (no impact on your grade) 
● R = a revision of your assignment is required for grading 
● Z = missing work, never turned in 
● T = turned in work, not yet graded 

      Blank = teacher has not yet processed the paper work/due date pending 

Textbook: Edge Reading, Writing and Language by National Geographic Learning 
 

Required 
Materials: 

Pencils, College ruled spiral notebook to keep in class, composition notebook, folders or a 3 ring 
binder with subject dividers. 



Suggested 
Materials: 

Colored pencils, Scissors, Eraser, Highlighter, pens 

 
 

 
Standards Assessment 

 

Course 
Standards: 

9-12.1 Level 2    Use an emerging set of strategies to identify the main topic and retell a few key                                                                                         
                           details in oral presentations and simple oral and written texts 
9-12.2 Level 2   Participate in short conversational and written exchanges on familiar topics and      

text, present information and ideas, respond to simple questions and wh- 
questions. 

9-12.3 Level 2    Deliver short oral presentations and compose written narratives or informational      
                            texts about familiar texts, topics, experiences, or events.                                                                                         
9-12.4 Level 2   Construct a claim about a familiar topic:  introduce the topic and give a reason to 

support the claim and provide a concluding statement. 
9-12.5 Level 2   Gather information from provided print and digital sources and summarize data and 

information. 
9-12.6 Level 2    Identify the main argument and one reason an author or a speaker gives to support 

the argument.  
9-12.7 Level 2    Adapt language choices according to task and audience with emerging control and      

use some frequently occurring general academic and content-specific words and 
phrases in conversations and discussions 

9-12.8 Level 2    Using context, visual aids, reference materials, and knowledge of morphology in  
                        their native language, determine the meaning of frequently occurring words, 

phrases, and expressions in texts about familiar topics, experiences, or events.  
9-12.9 Level 2   With support (including modeled sentences), 
                           Recount a short sequence of events in order, 
                           Introduce an informational topic, 
                           Present one or two facts about the topic, 
                           Use some commonly occurring linking words (e.g., next, because, and, also) 
                           Provide a concluding statement with emerging control 
9-12.10 Level 2  With support (including visual aids and sentences), 

     Use nouns, pronouns, verbs, prepositions, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, and                       
prepositional phrases. 

                            Produce simple and compound sentences. 

   

Standard  
Make-Up 

Policy: 

Each student will be given multiple opportunities to pass each standard. 
1. The initial standard assessment 
2.  If a student fails the standard or misses the assessment or is seeking to improve their score, 
they will be given three weeks from the original assessment date to make up the standard by 
appointment.  Wednesday office hours will be the best time for this to happen. 
3.  Should a student fail the standard a second time, they will be given a final opportunity to meet 
the standard during Wednesday office hours.. 
4.  The best score from any attempt will be the score placed into Pinnacle. 

Formative 
Work Make-

Up Policy: 

Formative (or practice) work turned in after the due dates will be entered into Pinnacle as turned in 
late and the opportunity to receive feedback will be minimized. 

Late Work 
Policy: 

Late work will only be accepted with an excused absence within a two days of the absence. 

 
 



General Policies 
 

Accommoda- 
tions: 

As a group of diverse learners, students will be given extra time to complete work as needed.  They 
will be given visuals and extra support materials. 

Technology: In accordance with school policy, cell phones, iPods, etc. are not allowed in class from bell to bell.  
If any piece of technology is seen or heard in class, regardless of whether or not it is in use, it will be 
confiscated and turned over to the office as per school policy.  If permission is granted to one 
student to use their technology for an academic purpose, it is not to be assumed that permission is 
extended to anyone else. 

Plagiarism:  Cheating and plagiarism will absolutely not be tolerated.  If a student cheats or plagiarizes on an 
assessment, it will be confiscated and the student will have to make arrangements to retake/redo 
the work. 

Seating 
Chart: 

There will be assigned seating for most activities or if behavior issues arise. 

Food and 
Drink: 

ONLY water bottles and healthy snacks are allowed in class and only if it does not leave any mess 
or keep students from fully participating in class.  This is a privilege that can be taken away if 
abused. 

Tardy:  Each student is allowed 3 tardy marks per semester.  After the third tardy, detention will be 
assigned for each successive tardy. 

Absences: Absences must be excused with a note or phone call from parents. 

Bathroom use:    The bathroom needs to be used during breaks between classes.  Bathroom passes will only be  
  allowed in the case of an emergency. 


